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ABSTRACT
Recent observations of ram pressure stripped spiral galaxies in clusters revealed de-
tails of the stripping process, i.e., the truncation of all interstellar medium (ISM)
phases and of star formation (SF) in the disk, and multiphase star-forming tails. Some
stripped galaxies, in particular in merging clusters, develop spectacular star-forming
tails, giving them a jellyfish-like appearance. In merging clusters, merger shocks in
the intra-cluster medium (ICM) are thought to have overrun these galaxies, enhanc-
ing the ambient ICM pressure and thus triggering SF, gas stripping and tail formation.
We present idealised hydrodynamical simulations of this scenario, including standard
descriptions for SF and stellar feedback. To aid the interpretation of recent and up-
coming observations, we focus on particular structures and dynamics in SF patterns
in the remaining gas disk and in the near tails, which are easiest to observe. The
observed jellyfish morphology is qualitatively reproduced for, both, face-on and edge-
on stripping. In edge-on stripping, the interplay between the ICM wind and the disk
rotation leads to asymmetries along the ICM wind direction and perpendicular to it.
The apparent tail is still part of a highly deformed gaseous and young stellar disk. In
both geometries, SF takes place in knots throughout the tail, such that the stars in
the tails show no ordered age gradients. Significant SF enhancement in the disk occurs
only at radii where the gas will be stripped in due course.
Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: ISM – galaxies: spiral – ISM: general –
galaxies: clusters: general – galaxies: interactions
1 INTRO
Spiral galaxies in clusters have long been known to lose
their gas via ram pressure stripping (RPS) due to their mo-
tion through the ICM (Gunn & Gott 1972). The cluster
infall and hence increase in ram pressure proceeds on time
scales of several 100 Myr; thus, in general, RPS gradually
removes a spiral’s gas disk (e.g., Roediger & Bru¨ggen 2007)
and quenches its star formation (SF) in an outside-in fash-
ion. This overall scenario has been confirmed with numerical
simulations by different groups and is observed for various
spirals in, e.g., the Virgo cluster (reviews by Roediger 2009,
Vollmer 2013, respectively). Recent observations revealed a
wealth of structure in the remaining multiphase star-forming
ISM disk and the stripped tails, including kinematic infor-
mation and age structures for the stellar tails (e.g., Abram-
son & Kenney 2014; Kenney et al. 2014; Jachym et al. 2014,
among others). A characteristic feature of the stellar tails
are filaments and knots of young stars.
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Several apparently extreme cases of stripping have been
observed in very massive clusters (Owers et al. 2012, O12
hereafter; Ebeling et al. 2014, E14 hereafter). These galax-
ies show tails with bright blue knots 10 kpc and more down-
stream of the disks, indicating substantial SF in their tails,
and asymmetric disks of young stars. Since some of the host
clusters of these systems are highly disturbed, we here focus
on the impact of cluster mergers on the stripping of spiral
galaxies. In merging clusters, galaxies can encounter higher-
velocity ICM head winds after being overrun by the merger
shocks. The accompanying enhanced ICM pressure behind
the shock could potentially boost the SF in these stripped
galaxies (Bekki et al. 2010).
We present idealised simulations of a spiral galaxy with
a multi-phase ISM, self-regulated by SF and feedback, being
overrun by an ICM shock followed by a fast ICM wind. In
contrast to previous work, we do not focus on the global
evolution of the galaxy but follow the spatial and temporal
evolution of SF in the model galaxy and its tail in face-on
and edge-on stripping geometries.
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2 Roediger et al.
Table 1. ISM model parameters.
SF density threshold ρsf 3× 10−24 g cm−3
SF temperature threshold Tsf 1.5× 104 K
SF efficiency parameter sf 0.2 (0.8 at ∆x = 0.2 kpc)
feedback delay timescale τdelay 6 Myr
feedback timescale τfb 8 Myr
mass feedback efficiency mfb 0.1
energy feedback efficiency efb 10
−5
2 METHOD
Our simulations use the hydrodynamics grid code FLASH
(version 4.0.1, Fryxell et al. 2000). Both ISM and ICM are
treated as ideal gases. The ISM is set up in a rotating disk
in an analytic galaxy potential. SF is modelled via turning
gas into massive star particles, which move according to the
local gravity, and serve as time-dependent sources of mass
and energy for the gas (stellar feedback). Our simulations in-
clude self-gravity of the gas, gravity due to the newly formed
star particles, and analytic potentials for the galaxy’s dark
matter halo, bulge, and old stellar disk.
The model galaxy is a massive spiral galaxy with a
flat rotation curve at 200 km s−1 as in Roediger & Bru¨ggen
(2006), with an old stellar disk of 1011M, a bulge of
1010M, a dark matter halo of 1011M within 23 kpc, and a
gas disk of 1.5×1010M. Initially, the model galaxy evolves
400 Myr in isolation (ambient gas temperature and density
of 107 K and 0.5× 10−27 g cm−3, respectively) until a global
equilibrium state of SF and feedback is reached. The low
ICM density and pressure environment minimizes the im-
pact of the thermal ICM pressure on the ISM, but already
truncates the ISM disk to a radius of 15 kpc.
We then initialise a piston shock in the ICM that
overruns the galaxy and is followed by a constant ICM
wind of 2000 km s−1. The wind density (1.2× 10−27 g cm−3)
and temperature 11 × 107 K) follow from the Rankine-
Hugoniot shock conditions w.r.t. the previously static, low-
temperature ICM. The ambient pressure is enhanced by a
factor of 40. This ICM wind strips the galaxy substantially,
but not completely. Its lower density but faster velocity and
high temperature mimic a merger shock outside of a cluster
core. The wind can hit the galaxy face-on or edge-on.
The generous size of our simulation box of (−100 kpc,
100 kpc)3 ensures a free ICM flow around the galaxy. All
sensible refinement criteria would quickly fully resolve the
galactic disk as well as the tail of stripped gas. We therefore
use a fixed nested grid and fully refine the disk region (radius
20 kpc, thickness 6 kpc), as well as the tail up to 30 kpc
downstream of the galaxy centre. We use resolutions of 0.2
and 0.1 kpc for the face-on and edge-on runs, respectively.
Resolution affects the strength of the initial star burst as
discussed below, but the quasi-equilibrium states before and
after the shock passage are independent of resolution.
The simulations include radiative cooling from an op-
tically thin plasma making use of the tables compiled by
Wiersma et al. (2009) from the code CLOUDY (Ferland
et al. 1998) with a cooling floor at 104K.
SF and stellar feedback is modelled in the standard ap-
proach similar to Tonnesen & Bryan (2012) (TB12) and ref-
erences therein. In short, SF occurs if the gas density exceeds
a threshold density ρsf and the gas temperature falls below
a threshold temperature Tsf (see Table 1). In such grid cells,
gas is turned into a star particle of mass mp according to
mp = sf ρ∆x
3 ∆t/τff, (1)
where τff is the local free-fall time, ρ is the local gas density,
∆x3 the volume of the grid cell, ∆t the current timestep,
and sf the SF efficiency per free-fall time. We require a
minimum particle mass of mpmin = 3 × 103M to prevent
slowing down the simulations and to match our model as-
sumption that each star particle represents a whole stellar
population. Due to the cooling floor the gas densities rarely
reach values that would lead to the formation of star parti-
cles above the required mass minimum. If this condition is
the only one that prevents the particle from being created,
the particle is still created with a probability equal to the
ratio of predicted mass (Eqn. 1) to mpmin. If the particle
passes this probability test, it is created with mpmin, which
ensures the desired global SF efficiency is achieved (TB12).
In this prescription, SF traces well the densest gas regions.
Particles inherit the local gas velocity.
On formation, star particles represent giant molecular
clouds rather than stars. To account for the evolution of the
molecular cloud and the subsequent evolution of the stellar
population inside the particle, we delay feedback activity
of new star particles by τdelay. After this delay time, star
particles inject mass and energy into their nearest grid cell
over a timescale τfb at a rate proportional to their mass:
m˙ = mfb mp(t)/τfb and (2)
E˙ = efb mp(t)c
2/τfb, (3)
where mfb and efb are the feedback efficiencies for mass and
energy, respectively. They account for a stellar mass loss of
10% from a stellar population (Agertz et al. 2011) and one
supernova of 1051 erg per 55M of formed stars (TB12).
The particle mass is reduced accordingly, and the injected
gas inherits the velocity from the star particle. This feedback
description is a simplified model of the temporal evolution
of feedback from an ageing stellar population. Its simplicity,
however, allows us to assess the interactions between ISM-
internal timescales and timescales on which the galaxy’s en-
vironment changes. A systematic investigation will be the
focus of a companion paper.
In order to account for feedback on unresolved scales,
cooling is switched off in grid cells that are receiving feed-
back currently or have received feedback within the previ-
ous time span of length τcoff = 5 Myr. This is done via a
count-down tracer that is advected with the gas. This al-
lows feedback to inflate supernova bubbles instead of losing
the energy instantaneously by radiative cooling in the high
density gas cells (Agertz et al. 2011).
3 RESULTS
The gas removal in the face-on stripping proceeds in the
same manner as described in the literature (e.g., Kapferer
et al. (2009); Tonnesen et al. (2011), see Fig. 1). After the
shock passes the galaxy the ICM wind continues to push the
galaxy gas downstream. Outside of the stripping radius the
ICM ram pressure can overcome the galaxy’s gravity and
push out the disk gas. It takes several 10 Myr to move the
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Figure 1. Face-on shock passage and subsequent ICM wind from top to bottom. Projected gas density (left), projected SFR (middle),
and ages of star particles (right) for 2 timesteps after shock passage (see labels in left column). Axes are labelled in kpc. SF occurs
in the remaining disk and throughout the tail. Averaging the recent SFR over the last 100 Myr (colour-coded in blue) and the last 10
Myrs (contour levels 0.003, 0.03, 0.3) results in different patterns as discussed in the text. Animations can be found at http://www.hs.
uni-hamburg.de/DE/Ins/Per/Roediger/research.html#Spiral.
gas out of the galaxy, i.e., the actual gas removal is somewhat
delayed. At the same time, SF takes place continuously in
the unstripped and stripped gas. Thus, at later times, obser-
vations of SF tracers that average over more than the recent
∼ 10 Myr will show SF at already gas-free radii in the disk.
The stripped gas continues to form stars in knots and
filaments throughout the tail. After ∼ 80 Myr (130 Myr)
a ∼ 10 kpc (20 kpc) long star-forming tail is established.
The SFR averaged over the last 10 Myr in the complete tail
(> 4 kpc away from the disk plane) varies between about
0.4 and and 1.5M yr−1. Averaging the observed ’recent’
SF over longer times averages out the actual filaments and
knots of SF. In this instantaneous stripping scenario, SF
in the tail does not proceed in the systematic ’fireball’ sce-
nario described in Kenney et al. (2014), where stripped and
accelerated clouds are thought to continuously form stars,
which drop out of the accelerated gas cloud and form trails
of stars falling back to the disk. In this fireball scenario, the
star filaments in the tail should have clear age gradients.
In contrast, we find SF in knots throughout the tail. Short
stellar filaments arise due to the backfall dynamics of the
unbound single-age star clusters, or appear to arise due to
favorable projection. In agreement with TB12, most stars in
the tail do not reach escape velocity and fall back through
the disk, forming upstream filaments of moderately recent
SF several kpc above the disk (see also Kapferer et al. 2009).
Tracers of very recent SF (. 20 Myr) do not show this effect,
as truly upstream SF is rare.
Fig. 2 shows a time series of edge-on stripping, viewed
face-on. The interaction between the disk rotation and the
ICM determines the appearance of the stripped galaxy for a
few 100 Myr. The overall feature is a truncated upstream gas
disk and a strongly stretched downstream disk of gas and
young stars. The downstream part of this highly deformed
disk would naively be interpreted as tail, but all its stars
and all but the lowest-density gas out to at least 20 kpc
are still bound to the galaxy, and even show remains of the
rotation pattern (Fig. 3). A clear tail of ISM and young stars
is formed only after 100 Myr after shock passage because also
in edge-on stripping the acceleration of the gas takes time.
Again, SF occurs throughout the tail or distorted disk, and
stellar age gradients are absent (Fig. 3). The youngest stars
are clumped stronger along the tail filaments.
Note the variation of the overall tail direction with time
despite the constant ICM wind. Also note the variations in
asymmetry in the upstream half of the disk perpendicular
to the wind direction. At earlier times the upstream half
rotating with the wind has the smaller radius, at later times
the situation is reversed. Asymmetries persist at least up to
250 Myr after shock passage. Again, SF tracers sensitive to
longer timescales should find apparent SF upstream of the
gas upstream edge, and broader filaments in the tail.
In both stripping geometries, we observe significant ISM
compressions by the sudden enhancement in ICM pressure
only in the outer disk and only for less than 20 Myr after
shock passage. The enhanced ICM thermal+ram pressure
significantly affects the ISM pressure and the SFR only at
radii where the ISM will be stripped eventually. In the inner
disk, the mid-plane pressure of the cold ISM is still signifi-
cantly higher than even the enhanced ICM pressure, which
c© 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–6
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Figure 2. Edge-on shock passage and subsequent ICM wind from top to bottom, one timestep per row. The time since shock passage
is indicated in the second column. Columns are projected gas density (left) and projected SF averaged over the recent 10 Myr (middle)
and over the recent 100 Myr (right). The galaxy rotates clockwise.
protects the inner ISM from being stripped as well as from
experiencing enhanced SF. Due to the same reason, the edge-
on gas disk does not show a significantly enhanced density
along its upstream rim after the first few 10 Myr. However,
right after shock passage, the sudden increase of ICM pres-
sure leads to a temporary wave of SF enhancement moving
from the upstream edge along the side rims of the galaxy to
the downstream edge between 10 and 25 Myr after the shock
passage. The local enhancement in SFR is about a factor 4,
the global SFR is boosted only moderately by a factor of
1.5 for a short duration of ∼ 15 Myr. The strength of this
initial burst is stronger at lower resolution because the com-
pression region reaches further into the galaxy. However, in
neither case the inner 5 kpc are affected (about the stripping
radius in the face-on case), and all quasi-equilibrium states
are independent of resolution.
4 DISCUSSION
Our simulations reproduce the overall observed morphol-
ogy of stripped spirals (e.g., O12, E14, Jachym et al. 2014),
i.e., their filamentary tails with knots of star formation up
to 30 kpc length. They also explain the overall asymme-
try of the disks. Our simulations shed light on the dynami-
cal timescales of the star-forming tails. It takes at least 10s
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Figure 3. Top: Ages of stellar particles in edge-on stripping, last
timestep of in Fig. 2. Bottom: velocity structure of the ISM in
the disk plane at the same timestep (velocity vectors overlaid on
color-coded logarithmic density slice).
of Myrs, possibly more, for substantial star-forming tails of
> 10 kpc length to develop simply because of the inertia
of the to-be-stripped gas. Similarly, an ICM shock will not
be able to instantly ’turn’ the direction of any pre-existing
tails that the galaxies may have from their ongoing infall
into their host cluster. This could explain the unusual ori-
entation of the tail of F0083 in A2744 w.r.t. the observed
X-ray shock (O12). Our simulations predict that the jelly-
fish morphology should exist for galaxies overrun by an ICM
shock between ∼ several 10 Myr and a few 100 Myr after the
shock passage. These numbers bracket the measured age of
the SF in the tails of the A2744 jellyfish (O12), and match
the vicinity of enhanced SF in cluster spirals observed in the
’Sausage’ cluster (Stroe et al. 2013).
We showed that star-forming tails can persist up to a
few 100 Myr after the shock passage. With typical shock
velocities of a few 1000 km s−1, galaxies as far as several 100
kpc from the current shock position may show signatures of
the shock impact. A more precise assessment of the dynam-
ical evolution of the tails requires taking into account the
subsequent variation of the ICM environment of the galaxy
as it moves through the cluster.
Most of the jellyfish reported by Ebeling et al. (2014)
reside in only mildly disturbed clusters, indicating that also
gradual stripping can lead to a jellyfish morphology. How-
ever, most Virgo spirals show no spectacular star forming
tails. The impact of gradual stripping will be the focus of a
companion paper.
The instantaneous stripping presented here does not
reproduce the very straight, narrow, and parallel trails
of young stars observed in ESO137-001 (Sun et al, in
prep., HST photo release (http://www.spacetelescope.
org/news/heic1404/)) or in IC 3418 (Hester et al. 2010;
Kenney et al. 2014), neither the age gradients observed for
the latter. We speculate that these details depend to a large
degree on the stripping history, i.e., the variation of the ICM
wind with time, but also draping of magnetic fields along
the tail (Ruszkowski et al. 2014) or thermal conductivity
between the ICM and the ISM could play a role.
So far simulations have led to contradicting conclusions
about whether the increasing ambient and ram pressure can
enhance SF in the remaining gas disk and tail or not. This
question is not trivial due to the multi-phase structure of the
interstellar medium (ISM), which makes it unclear how pres-
sure enhancements can propagate from the diffuse gas into
the dense, star-forming gas. Using the SPH code GADGET
(Springel & Hernquist 2003) and its hybrid star formation
and stellar feedback description, Kronberger et al. (2008)
and Kapferer et al. (2009) found that, depending on wind
strength, the SF in the remaining disk is boosted by fac-
tors of 2 to 10 compared to isolated galaxies, and that for
stronger ram pressures a major fraction of SF can take place
in the tail at distances beyond several 10s of kpc downstream
of the disk. The enhancement of SF lasted over several 100
Myr. In contrast, the grid code simulations of TB do not
find a significant enhancement of SF in the remaining gas
disk, and only low levels of SF in the stripped tails. The
reason for this discrepancy might be that the simulations of
TB12 and our simulations resolve higher gas densities such
that SF takes place in denser gas. We demonstrate that SF
enhancements take place only in regions of sufficiently low
initial ISM pressure, which will be stripped soon afterwards.
The jellyfish observed by O12 and E14 appear to have
enhanced SF also in their disks, although quantitative mea-
surements have not yet been taken. Extrapolating our re-
sults to stronger ram pressures, ram pressures strong enough
to eventually strip the whole galaxy should moderately en-
hance the SF also in the central disk prior to gas removal,
which could explain the observed features.
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